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TODAY’S LECTURE

Dynamics of the U.S. Covid-19 pandemic

Major economic and social impacts 

Mitigating effects of preexisting social policies and new relief legislation 

The US experience in cross-national perspective

Political and sociocultural divides

What next?  The 2020 election and beyond



85,000+ cases 
October 23



The first U.S. peak was concentrated in a few cities, states – and was 
especially acute in New York city and surrounding areas.  By summer, 
following hasty reopenings of public activities in many states, the 
pandemic spread most intensely into the South and Southwest.





The current 
autumn climb 
toward a third 
peak is very 
widespread 
across the 
United States, 
but especially 
intense in the 
upper Midwest 
and Plains 
states.



“Rural Infections 
Break Record for 
Fourth Week”
Tim Murphy and 
Tim Marema, Daily 
Yonder, October 
19,2020.



Channel 3000, Madison, WI





MAJOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

 Low-income workers in hospitality and personal service industries hit 
especially hard

 Both 20%/80% and 1%/99% income and wealth gaps have grown

 Places and industries hit have proportionally more Blacks and Latinos

 Families with children suffering major deprivations (as well as disruptions 
of schooling)

 Generational links modified, at least temporarily

 Worrisome mental and behavioral health effects



Forced shutdown of 
most of the U.S. 
economy in March-
April led to huge job 
losses – especially for 
the lowest-earning 
workers and those 
providing services in 
high-income areas.

High earners were 
more likely to keep 
getting paid, but 
stopped patronizing 
many service 
businesses. 













Top one percent has gotten wealthier –
because their investment assets have gained value



Business Insider











Mitigating effects of preexisting social 
policies and new relief legislation



Incomplete/slow help from preexisting 
programs:

 SNAP/Food Stamps vital, but not available to 
many undocumented workers.

 EITC helps only annually (thus in 2021).

 Meager assistance for housing, family leave.

 Unemployment benefits do NOT grow 
automatically in downturns; are meager and 
slow to be delivered in many states. 

 Longstanding and ACA-expanded Medicaid a 
crucial lifeline for many without employer 
benefits – except for the undocumented and 
many citizens in non-expansion states.



States that have – so far –
not expanded Medicaid to 
the include all poor and 
lower-middle-income people 
include higher proportions 
of Black and Hispanic 
residents, among the most 
hard-hit by the pandemic 
recession.



Congress passed relief in 
March – temporarily 
boosting unemployment 
benefits, paid leave, & 
Medicaid and sending one-
time checks to most 
families. Loans were 
extended to businesses, 
especially those that 
promised to maintain 
payrolls.  Very limited aid to 
states and localities facing 
high costs. 

Studies say benefit boosts 
and checks did the most, 
but expired July 31. Many 
business loans went to 
higher-end employers.  



The U.S. experience in cross-
national perspective



The United 
States has 
experienced 
high per capita 
case and death 
rates – and one 
study 
estimates 
130,00 to 
210,000 
avoidable U.S. 
deaths so far.

Source: “130,000-210,00 Avoidable Covid-19 Deaths – and 
Counting – in the U.S.,” by Irwin Redlener, Jeffrey D. Sachs, 
Sean Hansen, Nathaniel Hupert.  October 21, 2020.



Comparing South Korea and the United States

Both nations officially 
identified their first 
case on the same day –
January 20, 2020 – but 
South Korea reacted 
faster and gained 
control of spread 
without closing down 
its economy.



Factors explaining the U.S. versus South Korea

 Learning from 2015 MERS pandemic, S. Korea 
mobilized public and private institutions to deploy 
tests with one to two weeks.   U.S. Trump 
administration threw out Obama plans & lost a 
month, as President downplayed crisis, CDC botched 
first test, & FDA rules prevented deployment of 
private tests. 

 Instead of closing economy, S. Korea used tests and 
advanced technologies to trace and isolate infected 
people and their contacts.  U.S. had to use drastic 
closedowns instead.

 S. Korea took national approach shaped by public health 
experts.  Trump administration did not take charge. After a 
short shut-down, President touted “reopening,” undercut 
public health advice, stoked partisan divisions, and left 
governors and mayors to deal with spread of infections.



Germany & 
the United 
States
-- may be an 
even more 
telling 
comparison of 
two large, 
federated 
Western 
democracies 



Factors explaining pandemic course in Germany & the United 
States

GERMANY

 LUCK: First case self-identified early in a 
place with testing available.  German 
cities not as connected as northern Italy.

 LEARNING: Public health officials acted 
quickly with data from home and 
abroad.

 LOCAL & NATIONAL: National goals and 
reporting, allowing adaptations by 16 
states and 400 municipalities.

 LISTENING TO SCIENTISTS: Authorities at 
all levels took evolving advice from 
scientists.

UNITED STATES

 With little early testing, virus spread 
nationwide from Europe via East Coast 
as well as from China via West Coast. 

 CDC and Trump administration made 
early errors and self-corrected slowly.

 After brief national lock-down, Trump 
administration shifted responsibility to 
governors with weak national 
standards.

 Leading scientists have been sidelined, 
ridiculed, attacked in an increasingly 
partisan atmosphere.

SOURCE: Julia Belluz, “The 4 simple reasons Germany is managing Covid-19 better than its neighbors,” VOX, October 15, 2020.



The State of MAINE -- an Unusual U.S. Success Story
Maine has an older, relatively poor population and fewer than a third of residents with college degrees.  
In recent years, partisan and cultural divisions have increased.  Nevertheless, Maine kept infections and 
deaths from ever spiraling out of control and currently maintains very low “test positivity.”  This fall, the 
state has gradually reopened schools and the economy, including tourist services.  How did Maine do it?

 Maine Democrats had won unified control of the governorship and both legislative chambers by 2018 
– and Governor Janet Mills empowered Nirav Shah, Director of the Maine Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention, to shape pandemic responses.  He communicates constantly with the public.

 Maine planned and deploy equipment in January and February, long before first case on March 12.

 Maine instituted restrictions and limits on tourists much sooner than other states, including New 
York. During the summer, authorities resisted business pressures and reopened slowly, partially, and 
carefully. Maine residents have cut way back on unnecessary travel and contacts.

 The state developed its own testing program by spring – and took advantage of testing in tourist-
sending states like Massachusetts (where many got tested to avoid 14-day quarantine in Maine).



Nationwide, to an almost 
unique degree among 
advanced industrial countries, 
US authorities failed to 
present clear information, 
unified recommendations or 
messages – and drew the 
pandemic response into 
ongoing partisan and 
ideological battles, anchored 
in America’s varied political 
and sociocultural geography.



The uneven 
spread of 
Covid-19 
infections 
across the 
country 
opened the 
door to early 
partisan 
politicization 
of the 
responses.



Spread hit pro-Clinton states first, then pro-Clinton counties within Trump states…



By mid-April, President Trump and his 
political advisors had reportedly 
decided to leave strong public health 
measures to governors and mayors.  
The President would be free to 
champion economic re-openings and 
“freedom” for churches to resume in-
person worship, and shift blame for 
restrictions to subnational officials –
especially in “blue” states and cities.  

President Trump tweeted calls for 
“liberation” of Michigan, Virginia, 
North Carolina, and other states with 
restrictions, encouraging Tea Party-like 
protests in state capitols and cities.



FOX NEWS soon 
announced 
“scheduled” 
reopening rallies



Protests in 
Raleigh, NC (left),  
Harrisburg, PA (right), 
& Denver, CO (bottom)



Attitudes and behaviors about COVID-19 become bifurcated by 
party identification of respondents, March to August 2020

Red = Republicans

Blue = Democrats



Sources of 
trusted 
pandemic 
information 
have become 
strongly 
influence by 
partisanship 
and media 
viewership



As CNN’s Jim Acosta 
learned from 
interviews at a 
Freeland, Michigan 
rally, the President’s 
messages about 
Covid-19 and masks 
get through to his 
supporters.

[play sound here]



Culture Wars and COVID‐19 Conduct: Christian Nationalism, 
Religiosity, and Americans’ Behavior During the … Pandemic

Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion, Volume: 59, Issue 3: 405-416, First published: 26 July 2020.

Not all religiously committed Americans resist precautionary measures such as masks.  A recent study 
finds responses on the right driven in large part by a CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST “ideology that 
disregard to scientific expertise; a conception of Americans as God’s chosen and protected people; 
distrust for news media; and allegiance to Trump.” 

Index of precautionary measures



As the 2020 election approaches, 
partisan views are starkly divided on 
the severity of the pandemic and on 
the adequacy of the U.S. response …



Beyond religious 
differences and 
trust/distrust in 
Trump, Democrats 
and Republicans 
get their news from 
different outlets –
that stress different 
pandemic realities





Beltrami, 
MN



WHAT NEXT?
 Likely many more infections, hospitalizations, deaths before vaccines are widely 

available, worldwide and in the USA.

Presidential election will determine whether the US shifts to a more active 
national response (and cooperative international approach) to the still-raging 
pandemic.

Economic and social effects are just beginning to unfold – and will likely 
reverberate for many years.  Many jobs and work spaces may not return.

 Left to play out, pandemic effects will exacerbate cleavages:  1% versus rest; 20% 
versus 80%; metro versus non-metro; racial, ethnic, and gender divides. 

Will the US governmental and political system allow more equitable responses?  
Depends, in large part, on whether federal government gains a capacity for 
concerted actions.



For those who want to learn more (beyond our assigned readings)…

 Report on “130,000 – 210,000 Avoidable Covid-19 Deaths – and Counting – in the U.S.,” by Irwin 
Redlener, Jeffrey D. Sachs, Sean Hansen, and Nathaniel Hupert.  National Center for Disaster 
Preparedness, Columbia University, October 21, 2020.

 “Totally Under Control” documentary film by Alex Gibney, released mid-October and available on 
HULU.

 “Soo Rin Kim, Dr. Tiffany Kung, and Dr. Mark Abdelmalek, “Trust, testing, and tracing: How South Korea 
Succeeded where the US stumbled in coronavirus response,” ABC News, May 1, 2020.

 Ellen Ruppel Shell, “How Straight Talk Helped One State [Maine]  Control COVID,” Scientific American, 
October 16, 2020. 

 Report on “Ten Facts about COVID-19 and the U.S. Economy,” by Lauren Bauer, Kristen Broady, Wendy 
Edelberg, and Jimmy O’Donnell.  The Hamilton Project, September 2020.

 Robert A. Moffitt and James P. Ziliak, “Covid-19 and the U.S. Safety Net,” September 2020, prepared for 
Special Issue of Fiscal Studies.
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